Welcome to Faculty IV at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Hanover. Welcome to our Summer School. Share your view with us.
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Faculty IV – Business and Computer Science
SUMMER SCHOOL       DIGITALIZATION
10 August – 24 August 2019
Faculty IV: Unique in Germany

The Faculty of Business and Computer Science complements the four other faculties of the Hochschule Hannover – University of Applied Sciences and Arts (HsH). The range of study programs offered at Faculty IV is unique in Germany:

- Business Administration
- Business Information Systems
- Administrative Informatics
- Applied Computer Science
- Media Design Computing, Digital Transformation (MSc.)
- Business Development (MSc.)

The variety of computer science programs offered at Faculty IV is a unique feature compared with all other German universities. In addition, the study program Business Administration conveys classical knowledge, but also directs students’ attention to topics such as sustainability.

Campus of Faculty IV

The campus is surrounded by green spaces. There are also sports areas on the campus: e.g. beach volleyball, soccer. A BBQ area is also available.

The campus has very good public transport connections to the center of Hanover. The main station can be reached in 8 minutes, the airport in about 20 minutes.

The Maschsee Lake, one of the favorite recreational areas of Hanover, is within easy walking distance.

Faculty IV has 5 computer labs and laboratories for robotics, data science, usability testing, and information security.

Summer School Digitalization

There are many views on digitalization and its impacts on life, society, work, economy. What are the key drivers for the digital business – information technology or even more? How does society cope with such digital changes? We will focus these questions at the summer school between 10 August and 24 August 2019.

The two-week program is composed of lectures with practical case study exercises, panel discussions, an intercultural workshop, and company visits. In addition, there will be a large offer of leisure activities.

Hochschule Hannover grants 6 ECTS points for the program. There are 1000 views on digitalization, but we all share 1 vision – a better world. Share your view with us by joining our Summer School!

Students should not only acquire expertise, but also grow into responsible personalities. They should find a climate of dialogue that allows them to develop their possibilities. The summer school contributes significantly to this."

Prof. Dr. Dagmar Mack, Professor at Faculty IV

You can go wherever you want from here, and there are always people and you have everything you want within your reach."

Miriam García Blasco, Spanish Exchange Student
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